
Unique the Unicorn
1. What made Unique the Unicorn look different from the other creatures?                                                   

               

                                     

2. What does the word obsessed mean? You could look it up in a dictionary.                                        

               

                                                  

3. What was Unique especially interested in?                                                                                      

               

                                                 

4. Name the four planets mentioned in the poem.                                                                          

                

                                                 

5. What was Unique doing while the other animals were eating their food?                                   

               

                                                 

6. What was Unique’s goal in life?                                                                                                   

               

                                                 

7. What did the other animals think of Unique’s dream?                                                                  
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8. In what ways does the poem say that creatures are different?                                                        

               

                                                               

9. Choose three words to describe Unique’s character, or personality. Give reasons for your choice.            

               

                                                             

                                                                    

10. How did being unique help Unique the Unicorn?                                                                        
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Unique the Unicorn Answers
1. What made Unique the Unicorn look different from the other creatures?                                                   

Unique had a rainbow mane, a bright, flowing tail and a golden horn.

2. What does the word obsessed mean? You could look it up in a dictionary.                                        

Obsessed means to be constantly thinking about or preoccupied by something.

3. What was Unique especially interested in?                                                                                      

Unique was interested in space, including the stars and planets.

4. Name the four planets mentioned in the poem.                                                                          

Jupiter, Saturn, Mars and Mercury.

5. What was Unique doing while the other animals were eating their food?                                   

While the other animals were eating their food, Unique was star-gazing.

6. What was Unique’s goal in life?                                                                                                   

Unique’s goal was to be the first unicorn to go into space.

7. What did the other animals think of Unique’s dream?                                                                  

The other animals thought that Unique’s dream was odd because being an astronaut was 

not a job for unicorns.

8. In what ways does the poem say that creatures are different?                                                        

The poem says that creatures are different because they like different things and look 

different.

9. Choose three words to describe Unique’s character, or personality. Give reasons for your choice  

Children’s own answers.

10. How did being unique help Unique the Unicorn?                                                                        

Example answer: Being unique helped Unique the Unicorn because they were able to follow 

their dream and have fun.
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